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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 

The provincial government has identified ecosystem restauration of disturbances as a critical priority in 
northeastern BC, particularly with regards to linear disturbances. As a result, there is a need for cost-
effective, integrative algorithms that permit cost-effective detection and characterization of disturbances, 
quantify their recovery, and ultimately identify unrecovered areas across large and remote areas. 

In 2018, FLNRORD developed and tested a method to detect and characterize disturbances based on time-
series Landsat data and an object-based segmentation derived from higher spatial resolution imagery. The 
effort encompassed the production of cloud-free composites, testing of segmentation methods with 
Sentinel-2 imagery to improve the ability to map smaller linear features, and the implementation of a break 
detection algorithm to detect and characterize disturbances from time-series multi-spectral data.  

These methods were tested across multiple small areas in northeastern BC and showed encouraging 
results, as well as uncertainties and knowledge gaps, such as scalability, detection sensitivity, and overall 
accuracy.  

Hatfield’s role  

Following these early trial successes there was a desire to scale the approach beyond the computational 
and technical in-house capabilities to support strategic and tactical restoration planning. In addition, there 
was a need to develop an algorithm to quantify and assess recovery, which could then be used to identify 
unrecovered areas.  

Hatfield was tasked to refine and optimize the disturbance detection algorithm and develop and implement 
an analytical technique to estimate years to vegetation recovery. The specific objectives of this study 
included the following:  

 New segmentations/compositing methods—Test the existing disturbance detection algorithm 
using Sentinel-2, SPOT6/7, and PlanetScope derived segmentations and multiple image 
compositing methods for cost-effectiveness across test areas in the four priority caribou herds. 

 Method to assess and quantify recovery—Develop a new algorithm to quantify and assess 
recovery (spectrally) and ultimately estimate of years to recovery for non-recovered areas. 

 Independent third-party validation—Carry out an independent validation of the results to gauge 
the accuracy and limitations of the proposed methods.  

 Improve scalability—Propose modifications to the original methods to allow for workflow 
optimization so results can be produced cost-effectively and efficiently across large areas.  

 Generate outputs—Demonstrate new algorithms and the scalability solution by producing results 
across the four priority herds.  

 Web-based visualization platform—Establish a web-based platform to allow users to visualize 
and explore the results of the project.  
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Results 

The results produced encompass the following:  

 New segmentations/compositing methods—Hatfield determined that using BAP composites 
was not a viable option for analysis due to the high cloud/shadow/haze contamination present. 
Landtrendr temporally interpolated composites were selected as a preferred option as they 
drastically reduced pixel contamination despite some loss in spectral fidelity. Hatfield determined 
that segmentation derived from very high-resolution data resulted in mixed spectral response and 
reduced accuracy when used as input for the disturbance detection algorithm. Consequently, the 
algorithm was adapted to run on a pixel-basis.  

 Method to assess and quantify recovery—Hatfield developed new methods to quantify spectral 
recovery based on disturbance time series break analysis. Pixels with >80% spectral recovery, 
compared to pre-disturbance spectral conditions, were classified as ‘recovered’. The number of 
years to recovery for non-recovered pixels were calculated using the recovery rates derived from 
linear regressions calculated in two complementary ways: 1. for all years since the disturbance, 
and 2. only the last 3 years. Large differences between the two years to recovery would indicate 
that the spectral trajectory was not linear. 

 Independent third-party validation—The average accuracy of the year of detected disturbances 
was approximately 50% when directly comparing to disturbance dates recorded in existing Oil and 
Gas Commission (OGC) GIS data. However, when applying a buffer of ±2 years to the reported 
disturbance date, overall accuracy increased to 83%. The overall success of predicting structural 
vegetation recovery for all study sites combined was approximately 37%. Alternately, the overall 
accuracy of predicted areas that have not recovered was approximately 93%. This result suggests 
that the spectral recovery algorithm is proficient at detecting when a disturbed area has not 
recovered, however it is not as reliable when detecting if the vegetation cover has returned to a 
similar pre-disturbance condition. The spectral recovery does, however, provide a good indication 
of greening vegetation at the site. 

 Improve scalability and outputs—The trial execution of the workflow showed that the disturbance 
detection algorithm was the most computationally intensive and required an enhanced 
computational environment to allow for scalability. Full scale execution of the algorithms for all 
priority herds was completed using a horizontal scaling cloud-computing approach. Specifically, 
Hatfield used Dask and Kubernetes to manage and maximize computational resources. Hatfield 
completed all processing in Google’s Cloud based infrastructure with a 600% performance gain 
over using a single high-powered local node or computer.  Full resolution outputs were generated 
for the full 4 priority herds. 

 Web-based visualization platform—A web-based platform was established to allow users to 
interact with the satellite data and output products. Visualization and query functionality were 
developed to allows users to explore the results of the project.  
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Conclusions  

The work completed in this project establishes a framework to provide foresters and vegetation restoration 
practitioners, a tool to identify areas that have not recovered, or do not have an acceptable recovery 
trajectory, after a disturbance event across very large areas. The proposed framework leverages the 
availability of free, open-access Landsat data, of multiple pre-existing algorithms to identify and characterize 
disturbances and characterize spectral recovery. However, many smaller disturbance features, in particular 
narrower linear disturbances between 1 to 15 m, were difficult to detect and assess due to their spatial 
configuration relative to Landsat’s 30 m spatial resolution. 

Based on the detection sensitivity and knowledge gap of structural vegetation recovery, Hatfield has 
identified the following recommendations to increase the accuracy and improve the applicability of the 
developed algorithms:  

 Multiple spectral indices - test the use of multiple and complementary spectral indices to increase 
the accuracy at estimating recovery based on image time-series analysis. 

 Sentinel-2 data - apply similar methods to Sentinel-2 time-series data to exploit the enhanced 
spatial and temporal resolution for linear feature extraction and analysis. 

 Deep learning algorithms - test deep learning algorithms that explicitly account for both the spatial 
and temporal context to produce superior products for disturbance detection and recovery (e.g. 
Convolutional Neural Networks).  

 High quality reference data for validation and training – use visual interpretation and/or field 
data to produce an accurate high-quality product that could be used for validation and training in 
machine learning or deep learning models.  

 Field data collection – base the independent validation of the results on field collected data rather 
than qualitative interpretation of historic ortho-imagery.  

 Linear disturbances – further assess why some linear features are detected while others are not 
even when they have similar widths (e.g. spatial configuration, spectral signature).  

 Template matching – further explore methods to predict vegetation recovery based on existing 
spectral profiles of recovered areas (e.g., templates of spectral recovery can be potentially useful 
to complement the results based on historical trend analysis). Dynamic time warping is an 
established and accurate method for template matching with high computational demands but with 
high potential if scaled using cloud-computing methods proposed in the project.  

 Multiple cumulative disturbances – explore methods to detect the most recent disturbance 
instead of the most intense across the satellite data time series, or a method able to account for 
multiple cumulative disturbances across the satellite data time-series (e.g., trail and then 
harvesting). 

The data derived from this project should contribute to the knowledge based required to inform caribou 
habitat restoration strategies. These data should also have important ramifications for fire/harvesting 
management, conservation planning, and climate-change adaptation in the northeast BC region. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Analyzing cumulative landscape disturbance is a major challenge facing industry, government, and 
communities in northern British Columbia (BC). Forested regions across northern BC are impacted by 
forestry operations, oil & gas, renewable energy, and natural events such as wildfires. Linear disturbances 
from forestry roads, seismic exploration, and energy transmission are of concern for its impact on wildlife 
habitat integrity and biodiversity. Of particular concern, the boreal woodland caribou in Canada have a 
range covering over 244 million hectares which is being negatively impacted by landscape disturbances 
resulting in increased predation and subsequently caribou being listed as being threatened under the 
federal Species at Risk Act (SARA). The number of land disturbances, both anthropogenic and natural, 
across northern BC is currently more than is technically and economically feasible to treat. However, not 
all land disturbances require intervention and treatment. To support prioritization of treatment and 
restoration activities, an up-to-date inventory of land disturbances that are known to require intervention to 
ensure timely recovery of vegetation is needed to benefit caribou habitat restoration initiatives. Obtaining 
this inventory is challenging because of the large land base in Northern BC and requires the use of remote 
sensing technologies, such as satellite Earth observations (EO).  

In 2018, the Society for Ecosystem Restoration in Northern BC (SERNbc) and the BC Ministry of Forest, 
Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development (FLNRORD) developed a method to identify 
land disturbances using object-based segmentation of Sentinel-2 optical imagery to improve the ability to 
detect and map small linear features. Combining these data with the deep time series record of the Landsat 
missions provided a unique opportunity to assess spectral vegetation recovery. However, several in-house 
challenges hindered the further development and testing of these algorithms, including image data storage 
and compute resources for data processing and parameter tuning.  

As a result, SERNbc and FLNRORD tasked Hatfield Consultants (Hatfield) to further develop the work 
completed and improve on the scalability of the solution to make it an operational reality to support strategic 
and tactical restoration planning. This technical report provides a detailed summary of the algorithms 
developed by Hatfield to assess spectral vegetation recovery. The work was completed under the “Northeast 
BC Disturbance and Restoration Data Development Project” (Contract # 22000 20 SERNBC V06-17). 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Habitat restoration 

The northern and central ecosystems of BC are being impacted by a range of natural and anthropogenic 
disturbances, e.g., forest fires, insect outbreaks, urbanization, industrial development, and resource extraction. 
These disturbances can result in both short and long-term alteration of land cover. Harvesting, fire, and insect 
outbreaks impose changes in land cover which subsequently returns to a vegetated state, while other 
disturbances such as urbanization or industrial development may result in permanent land use change. Other, 
less permanent human disturbances, such as harvesting, decommissioned roads or oil seismic exploration, can 
also result in a permanent land use change if specific circumstances are met. For example, human degradation 
in the form of soil compaction or nutrient leakage can reduce the rate of establishment of tree species and 
prevent forest recovery to its pre-disturbance state. These areas not recovering to their previous pre-disturbance 
state will reduce the total habitat availability for the boreal caribou and contribute to habitat fragmentation.  
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Habitat restoration is a key focus of the boreal caribou recovery efforts in BC and a key activity aligned with 
federal Critical Habitat requirements. Governmental and non-governmental bodies tasked with forest 
management operations have identified the need to obtain accurate information on areas that are not naturally 
recovering following a disturbance event, which will help to inform prioritization of treatment/replanting plans. 
As a result, the need for cost-effective algorithms to detect and characterize disturbances, quantify recovery 
and identify unrecovered areas across large and remote scales is ubiquitous.  

Remote sensing of disturbances on the landscape 

Over continental scales and multi-decadal time frames, satellite remotely-sensed data have great potential 
to capture changes in vegetation condition (White and Wulder, 2014a). The recent opening of the United 
States Geological Survey (USGS) archive of Landsat imagery (Woodcock et al., 2008) has provided users 
with high-quality data processed to stringent radiometric and geometric standards that is suitable for time-
series analysis of vegetation condition (Zhu and Woodcock, 2014). The increased data availability has 
enabled the development of multiple algorithms to detect and mask noise and data fusion techniques to 
guarantee spectral consistency across the time series (Hermosilla et al., 2016). For example, the Fmask 
algorithm developed by Zhu and Woodcock (2012) is now routinely applied to the entire Landsat data 
archive providing a user-ready mask with information about water, clouds, shadows and other atmospheric 
distortions (https://espa.cr.usgs.gov/). Similarly, the development of pixel-compositing approaches to 
combine and summarize dense and noisy time-series imagery into seamless spectrally consistent, cloud-
free images can be used to detect and quantify changes in vegetation (White et al., 2014).  

These advancements in remote sensing technologies and data policies have made possible the detection 
and delineation of disturbances across unprecedented spatial scales (Hermosilla et al., 2016), the detailed 
characterization of changes in vegetation condition (Eidenshink et al., 2007) and the study of recovery 
trends after (Kennedy et al., 2010).  

Despite the availability and potential of the Landsat data archive and associated methods, there have been 
no studies that have captured linear features with reasonable accuracy on anything more than a small 
sample size across northeastern BC. Also, there are no available methods that integrate the mapping of 
disturbances with a recovery assessment in order to identify areas that are not regenerating. As a result, 
there is an increasing need to characterize detailed disturbance patterns and estimate recovery in an 
integrative, systematic, accurate and comprehensive way across northeastern BC and beyond.  

Preliminary work by FLNRORD 

In 2018, FLNRORD developed and tested a method to detect and characterize disturbances based on time-
series Landsat data and an object-based segmentation approach derived from higher spatial resolution 
imagery. Their work involved: (1) the implementation of methods to produce yearly cloud-free Best Available 
Pixel (BAP) Landsat image composites (Hermosilla et al., 2015); (2) image segmentation to capture 
homogeneous areas with similar vegetation types/recovery based on higher resolution imagery; and (3) the 
detection and characterization of the most significant disturbance event over the 30-year Landsat historical 
record through spectral break detection analysis (Kennedy et al., 2010).  

To improve the ability of the algorithm to map smaller linear features, provincial staff based the analysis on 
segments derived from higher spatial resolution data. These methods were tested across multiple small 
areas in northeastern BC and showed encouraging results, as well as several uncertainties and knowledge 

https://espa.cr.usgs.gov/
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gaps, such as scalability, detection sensitivity, and overall accuracy. Following these early trial successes 
there was a desire to scale the approach beyond the computational and technical in-house capabilities. In 
addition, they identified the need to develop an algorithm to quantify and assess recovery, which could then 
be used to identify unrecovered areas.  

To tackle the uncertainties and knowledge gaps, Hatfield was tasked to refine and optimize the disturbance 
detection algorithm and develop and implement an analytical technique to provide an overall estimate of 
recovery to identify areas that are regenerating and to bring both algorithms to a more operational reality. 

1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
To meet the overall project goal the following objectives were identified: 

 New segmentations—Test the existing disturbance detection algorithm using Sentinel-2, 
SPOT-6/7, and PlanetScope derived segmentations and compare these data sources for cost-
effectiveness across pilot areas in the four priority caribou herds. 

 Method to assess and quantify recovery—Develop a new algorithm to quantify and assess 
recovery and provide an estimate of the expected years to recovery. 

 Independent third-party validation—Carry out an independent validation of the results to gauge 
the accuracy and limitations of the proposed methods. 

 Improve scalability—Propose modifications to the original methods to allow for workflow 
optimization so that results can be produced cost-effectively and efficiently across large areas.  

 Generate outputs—Demonstrate new algorithms and the scalability solution by producing results 
across the four priority herds.  

 Web-based visualization platform—Establish a web-based platform to allow users to visualize 
and explore result of the project.  

The project was complete in close collaboration with SERNbc and FLNRORD and implemented in four 
phases: evaluation, implementation, validation, and visualization. 

2.0 STUDY AREA 
The project focused on four priority herds covering a total of 300,000 km2 (Figure 1). The region is located 
in the northeastern corner of BC and is bordered by the Yukon and Northwest Territories to the north, the 
Rocky Mountains to the west and Alberta to the east.  

The Northeast region covers a vast area of mountains, foothills, forests, lakes and the Peace River Valley.  
Major rivers in the region include the Peace and Liard. Major cities within this region include Fort St. John, 
Fort Nelson, Dawson Creek, Tumbler Ridge and Chetwynd. The study area belongs to the boreal and taiga 
plains ecozones, which consist of undulating and level-to-gently rolling plains; short, warm summers and 
long, cold winters. The average annual precipitation is approximately 450 mm (Ecological Stratification 
Group, 1996). The region’s economy is based on natural resources, particularly mining and oil and gas 
activities. Other important industries in the region include forestry and agriculture. Linear corridors (roads, 
seismic lines, transmission lines, and pipeline corridors) associated with natural resources extraction are 
well represented throughout the region.  
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Figure 1     Landscape disturbances and biogeoclimatic zones in Northeastern British Columbia.

Data Sources:
a)  Biogeoclimatic zones, Government
     of BC 2011.
b)  Landscape disturbance, Government
     of Canada 2018.
c)  Study area, OGRIS 2018.
d)  Priority caribou herd, FLNRO 2018.
e)  Community, Government of
     Canada 2009.
f)   Primary highway, DMTI Spatial 2009.
g)  Provinces and territories, USGS 2006.
h)  Multi-directional hillshade,
     Esri Online Service.
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3.0 DATA 
A combination of satellite and aerial data was used to characterize the spectral trends, quantify spectral 
recovery, segmentation, and validation of the results. Ancillary data was used as reference to identify and 
describe disturbances. Existing code developed by FLNRORD (i.e., Python code) to detect disturbances 
was also provided to Hatfield.  

3.1 SATELLITE/AERIAL DATA 
A summary of the various data sources of remotely sensed imagery is included in Table 1.  

Table 1 Satellite/aerial data provided for project. 

Data Type Usage Spatial coverage 
Temporal 
coverage 

Resolution 
Product 
(bands) 

Dare Source 

Landsat  
Spectral 
analysis 

Full coverage - Priority herds 1985-2017 30m 
12 bands 

(NBR index) 
USGS 

Sentinel-2 
Segmentation 
& validation 

Full coverage - Priority herds 2018 10 & 20m SWIR/RGBN ESA SciHub 

SPOT 6/7 
Segmentation 
& validation 

Moberly, Quintette herds 2018 1.5m RGBN Commercial 

PlanetScope 
Segmentation 
& validation 

Partial coverage - Priority herds 2018 3m RGBN Commercial 

Historical aerial 
orthophotos 

Validation Partial coverage - Priority herds 2005/2007 0.5m RGB BC Gov. 

Landsat  

The main data source used for spectral analysis was Landsat data. Landsat satellites have a semi-polar, 
sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude of 705 km over the equator and collect multispectral information with 
a 15 days re-visit time at 30 m spatial resolution. Landsat sensors have collected information since the 
1984 in what represents the longest and most-comprehensive on-going satellite data archive to-date (White 
and Wulder, 2014b).  

Throughout the years, there have been multiple Landsat missions providing information over the Earth 
surface. The Thematic Mapper (TM) instrument has recorded multispectral data from 1984 to 2011; the 
Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+) instrument has been recording observations since 1999 and the 
Operational Land Imagery (OLI) since 2014. Due to an operational malfunction, the ETM+ sensor had 
decreased acquisition capabilities (i.e., scan-line corrector (SLC) off) since 2003. 

Sentinel-2  

Sentinel-2 data was used to derive the segmentation and for general visualization and validation of the 
results produced. The Sentinel-2 mission from the European Union (EU) Copernicus Program is a 
constellation of two twin satellites (A & B) with a semi-polar, sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude of 786 km 
over the equator that collects multispectral information with a 5-10 days re-visit time and a spatial resolution 
of 10 and 20 m depending on the specific spectral bands. Sentinel-2 sensors collect information in the near-
infrared and short-wave portions of electromagnetic spectrum that are sensitive to changes in vegetation 
condition and that can be used to calculate indices such as leaf area chlorophyll and soil moisture.  
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SPOT-6/7 

SPOT-6/7 data was used for segmentation and general visualization and validation of the results produced. 
The data acquired included four spectral bands (blue, green, red, near-infrared) at a spatial resolution of 
6 m. SPOT-6 was launched on September 9, 2012 and SPOT-7 on June 30, 2014.  

PlanetScope 

PlanetScope data was used for segmentation and general visualization and validation of the results 
produced. The PlanetScope constellation is comprised of over 100 nanosatellites, which have been 
deployed through a series of launches starting in 2014. There are currently several generations of satellites 
with subtly different sensor characteristics. Depending on the altitude of a given satellite, the ground sample 
distance is 3.7 to 4.1 m, which is resampled to 3 m before distribution. The data acquired included four 
spectral bands (blue, green, red, near-infrared) at a spatial resolution of 3 m. 

Historical aerial orthophotos 

Historical aerial orthophotos collected for the government of British Columbia were used in the independent 
validation of the results. Orthophotos were collected in true colour and have a spatial resolution of 0.5 to 1 m. 

3.2 DISTURBANCE DATA 
To assist with identification and validation of the results existing data sets were compiled and used. The 
existing data are summarised in Table 2. 

Table 2 Disturbance data. 

Disturbance type Existing data source Description 

Wildfire High Resolution Forest Change 
(HRFC) 

Burnt areas BC 

Oil and gas Oil and Gas Commission (OGC) Including seismic lines, pipelines, well pads and facilities 

Roads Digital road atlas BC’s Integrated Transportation Network, including 
resource roads of BC 

Forestry cutblocks Consolidated cutblocks Harvested areas of BC 

Digital road atlas 

Reference data used to determine linear features not directly related to oil and gas extraction. The Digital 
Road Atlas is the single, authoritative source of road data for the Province of BC. The geodatabase is a 
major component of BC's Integrated Transportation Network.  The database also integrates resource roads 
(Ministry of Forests Lands and Natural Resource, 2020).  

Oil and Gas Commission (OGC) disturbance data 

Compiled and provided by the Oil and Gas Commission (OGC), multiple vector datasets identifying pipeline 
and road right of ways, construction corridors, well pads and facilities were obtained. These data include 
the year of the linear disturbance, the type, and in some cases the width of the linear features. Layers also 
include construction applications and planned features.  
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High Resolution Forest Change (HRFC) for Canada product  

The High-Resolution Forest Change (HRFC) for Canada product was used as a baseline for large polygonal 
disturbances (e.g., harvesting and fire), and also as a visual aid for validating the outputs from the existing 
disturbance break code.  

HRFC is a wall-to-wall characterization of wildfire and harvest in Canada at 30 m spatial resolution and 
derived from time-series of Landsat data for the years 1985-2011 and 2012-2015 (White et al., 2017). The 
dataset is reachable at NFIS (2020). 

3.3 IMAGE SEGMENTATION  
An image segmentation approach using higher resolution imagery collected from Sentinel-2, SPOT-6/7 and 
PlanetScope sensors was proposed to extract linear features. Image segmentation is an unsupervised 
method that identifies areas with similar spectral properties (Christophe et al., 2008),  which were 
hypothesized to correspond to areas with homogeneous vegetation types and structure, and by extension 
to recovery. This approach is of particular interest as it has the potential to capture finer linear segments, 
which otherwise would be difficult to capture with the coarser 30 m Landsat data. Those segments can then 
be used to estimate spectral recovery at the sub-pixel level using Landsat data. Other advantages of using 
segments rather than pixels is that they will reduce computation times, yield more interpretable results 
across large scales, and be more applicable to land management.  

The potential drawback of using a segmentation approach is that, as an unsupervised method, it can pull 
out objects that are not necessarily aligned with features that are the target for extraction, e.g., differences 
not necessarily related to vegetation structure and condition. A further drawback is that objects can contain 
pixels with disparate spectral signatures (i.e. including both disturbed and undisturbed pixels), thus diluting 
the finer details which otherwise could be potentially extracted using pixel-wise analysis. 

Trimble’s eCognition software was used to derive segmentations based on a suite of user defined 
parameters that were visually assessed for compliance. Three different segmentations were produced for 
each data type (see Figure 2). The segmentation outputs are a critical component for the analysis, but the 
method used to select and produce them was subjective, e.g., based on visual interpretation of very high-
resolution imagery.  
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Figure 2 Comparison of segmentations from PlanetScope (right) and Sentinel-2 (left) 
over the Quintette herd. 

 

The image examples above illustrates differences in the image segments produced using different data 
sources and sets of parameters in eCognition. 

3.4 DISTURBANCE DETECTION PYTHON CODE 
As presented above, initial work by FLNRORD in 2018 produced an algorithm able to detect and 
characterize disturbances based on time-series Landsat data. The first implementation of this algorithm 
written in Python, hereinafter referred to as the ‘breaks code’, was provided to Hatfield. The breaks code 
was used to detect and characterize disturbances and is an implementation of the breaks method 
developed by Hermosilla et al. (2015), but modified to run on segments rather than on pixels. See 
section 4.1.2 for more detailed information about the break analysis.  
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4.0 PROCESSING WORKFLOW  
The processing workflow was divided into five objectives that are briefly illustrated below and in more detail 
in the following sub-sections (see Figure 3).  

Figure 3 Overall processing workflow diagram. 

 

4.1 BREAK DETECTION ANALYSIS 

4.1.1 Image pre-processing  

Image acquisition and pre-processing  

Using images calibrated to surface reflectance (SR) is a standard in the scientific literature for multi-
temporal analysis since it allows for direct comparison between acquisitions from different dates, via 
incorporating correction for atmospheric distortions and different illumination conditions (Joanne C White 
et al., 2017; Young et al., 2017). 
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Inputs for the analysis were Landsat surface reflectance image products ordered and downloaded from the 
USGS ESPA web service (https://espa.cr.usgs.gov/), which applies LEDAPS algorithm to convert Top of 
Atmosphere reflectance to surface reflectance. 

Metric for analysis 

The break analysis was performed on a single spectral metric. We chose to use the Normalized Burn Ratio 
index (or NBR) because it is the standard metric for break-detection analysis (Hermosilla et al., 2015; 
Kennedy et al., 2010) and it was already been used in the breaks code implementation provided by 
FLNRORD. NBR was initially devised to map fire scars (García and Caselles, 1991) and later on was used 
to asses burn severity (Key and Benson, 2006). NBR exploits near-infrared (NIR) and short-wave infrared 
(SWIR) bands, thus been sensitive to changes in water, mineral soil exposure and biomass associated to 
vegetation removal. We also calculated the Normalized Differenced Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Rouse, 1974) 
for the purpose of defining the pre-disturbance vegetation land cover.  

The potential for spectral indices to assess recovery, Wulder (1998) states that NBR is known to represent 
the recovery of non-leafy structural attributes of vegetation. Pickell et al. (2016) indicates that longer 
wavelength indices saturate less quickly (e.g., NBR), making these more useful for long-term recovery 
monitoring than indices such as NDVI. Tasseled Cap Greenness (TCG) was found to saturate the quickest, 
being more useful for assessing short-term recovery differences. NDVI and TCG were related with the initial 
flush of leafy vegetation, while NBR and the mid-infrared spectral band (Landsat TM Band 5) changes were 
related to increasing structural complexity of the forest cover. Due to its sensitivity to vegetation structure 
and ability to provide information on the increasing forest structural complexity linked to first regeneration 
NBR was the primary index used to assess recovery (Joanne C. White et al., 2017). 

Compositing approaches 

Compositing approaches enable the production of periodic image composites free of haze, clouds, or 
shadows over large areas, which can then be used as input for time-series analysis. Image compositing 
was completed by FLNRORD but was tested and evaluated by Hatfield. 

Two main types of image compositing methods were tested: Best Available Pixel (BAP) and a temporal 
interpolated approach available through Google Earth Engine called Landtrendr. A brief description of each 
method is included below: 

 A BAP method—Selects the most representative pixels for a single season using a weighted 
approach that maximizes the chances of selecting pixels closest to the anniversary date, while 
minimizing the risk of selecting contaminated pixels (i.e. distance to clouds or flagged as 
cloud/shadow). That is accomplished through a series of weights on different parameters such as 
distance to anniversary date (e.g. 15th of August) or distance to nearest cloud or shadow mask 
(Hermosilla et al., 2015). 

 A Landtrendr method—Creates synthetic image composites using a piece-wise bottom-up 
regression approach applied to the 30-year Landsat stack based on the Landtrendr algorithm 
(Kennedy et al., 2010). In this case there is a loss of spectral fidelity and detail since the values are 
synthetic (e.g., temporal interpolation simplifies the spectral trend) but the chances of selecting 

https://espa.cr.usgs.gov/
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contaminated pixels are drastically reduced compared to a BAP approach. The results are 
smoother images with less cloud and haze contamination. A Landtrendr compositing approach is 
computationally more intensive than the BAP method, since the full Landsat time series stack is 
used as input instead of only data for a single season. 

Final compositing method selected 

The BAP approach was used initially, however, examination of these composites revealed that many pixels 
were contaminated with clouds, haze, or shadows (Figure 4). Since contaminated pixels will portray a false 
sense of change, Hatfield deemed the BAP composites not suitable for the break detection analysis.  

Hatfield examined the Landtrendr composites and determined that it was a more suitable product than the 
BAP composite for the break detection and spectral recovery analysis. The final products from the 
Landtrendr compositing consisted of a multi-band image stack, with one NBR image per year. Additional 
indices were also calculated for contextual information during the analysis, which included NIR, SWIR and 
NDVI, along with the raw spectral bands. 

Figure 4 1984 BAP composite (RGB) with cloud and haze coverage. 

 

The above images illustrate the higher potential of image artifacts in the composite image created using 
the BAP method. In contrast, the spectral signature is smoother and simplified Landtrendr composite image. 
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4.1.2 Break detection analysis 
The breaks code was used to detect and quantify the biggest change in NBR value (i.e., disturbance) across 
the 30-year Landtrendr composites. As stated, the breaks code was developed by FLNRORD but was 
implemented, evaluated, and tested by Hatfield.  

Initial approach  

The breaks code was implemented following concepts presented by White et al., (2017), but modified to 
run on image objects (i.e., segments) rather than on image pixels. The rationale to use segments instead 
of pixels was to detect and extract linear features from higher resolution imagery other than Landsat. 

FLNRORD’s break code simplifies the NBR trend using a piece-wise bottom up regression approach. The 
code selects the segment with the largest negative slope and the end of the segment is considered the 
disturbance year. The pre-disturbance year is calculated subtracting the number of years of elapsed 
disturbance to the disturbance year. Key outputs from FLNRORD’s break code includes the year of the 
largest disturbance, the initial and final pixel values for each index (in this case NBR), the magnitude of 
change, and the rate of recovery.  

Examination of the outputs from these initial runs of the breaks code suggested that the image segments 
for the most part did not capture areas with similar spectral behavior and were not consistently able to 
extract linear features cleanly. Hatfield identified that pixels were too heterogeneous within the same image 
segment and caused a dilution of the real multi-spectral signal (see Figure 5). These outputs were further 
checked and did not align well with the reference baseline information e.g., year of disturbance identified 
through the breaks code did not aligned well with the available validation data. 

Ultimately, having accurate disturbance data is required to accurately assess spectral recovery, therefore 
we applied a pixel-based analysis to find the biggest disturbance in the series (not the most recent), and to 
characterize it. 

Selected approach  

A pixel-based approach was essentially the minimum mapping unit that could be used and thus did not 
pose issues with regards to overgeneralization; however, a pixel-based approach did not take advantage 
of the higher image segments created from high resolution data. Furthermore, a pixel-based approach is 
more computationally intensive requiring big data processing infrastructure when applied to all priority 
herds. Hatfield modified the breaks code to adjust for a pixel-based analysis.  

Presented below in figures 5 and 6 are examples of different spectral trends for multiple pixels within the 
same image segment. 
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Figure 5 PlanetScope image on the left and Landsat on the right with the selected 
segment in red. 

 
Figure 6 Spectral trend of single pixels within segment in grey and median value of all 

pixels in red. 

 

The above image illustrates that image segments tend to overgeneralize or average the spectral patterns 
(red line). Visualizing the spectral profile for a few pixels within the segment reveal that some image pixels 
are indeed disturbed showing a large negative drop in NBR, other pixels are not disturbed. When the 
segment is summarized or averaged, the signature for the disturbance event is diluted and wash-out (i.e. 
magnitude or pre-disturbance condition). A diluted or washed out signal can also provide a false sense of 
recovery in the posterior recovery analysis.  
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4.2 SPECTRAL RECOVERY ANALYSIS 
The objective of the spectral recovery analysis was to firstly determine the pre-disturbance land cover class, 
and secondly to quantify recovery from the biggest disturbance event. Spectral information and a 
percentage of recovery were used to estimate the number of years left to recover, but only for cases where 
the algorithm determined a pixel as ‘not recovered’. The spectral recovery algorithm was develop, 
implemented and tested by Hatfield and follows concepts reported by White et al. (2017). 

4.2.1 Characterizing disturbances 
Since the outputs of the breaks code provided the year of disturbance, we obtained from the time-series 
the year that corresponded to the pre- and post-disturbance event for each individual pixel. Once the pre- 
and post-disturbance years were identified, the NBR value at those two times were extracted. Given the 
Landsat time-series data was available until 2017, the value at the end of the time series corresponded to 
the NBR values in 2017. However, the algorithm can be modified to calculate recovery for any other arbitrary 
year in the series (e.g. 2007). The disturbance was characterized as follows (see Figure 7):  

 Post-disturbance scenario - immediately after the largest disturbance event. This metric was 
calculated as the NBR value at the year of disturbance reported from the breaks code.  

 Pre-disturbance scenario - immediately before the largest disturbance event. This was calculated 
as the NBR value of the pre-disturbance year. NDVI values were also retained to provide 
information on the pre-disturbance land cover. 

 End of series scenario - NBR value at the end of the series (2017). As discussed earlier, other 
years can also be specified.  

Figure 7 Graphical example of land disturbance characterization with the position of the 
pre, post, and end of the time-series values. 
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4.2.2 Determining pre-disturbance land cover  
Pre-disturbance land cover was calculated based on pre-disturbance NDVI values. These values were 
extracted at the year of the pre-disturbance scenario and classified using standard thresholds to define 
general land cover classes as per defined in SentinelHub (SentinelHub, 2020). The thresholds we applied 
for the different classes are provided below:  

 Water – NDVI values < -100 

 Rock/sand/snow – NDVI values >= -100 & < 200 

 Shrub/grassland – NDVI values >= 200 & < 400 

 Forest – NDVI values >= 400 

4.2.3 Quantify percentage of recovery  
To assess whether a pixel has recovered or not, the algorithm compares the year that is being assessed, 
e.g. conditions as of 2017, to the spectral conditions prior to the disturbance event. Through this comparison 
the percentage of recovery can be calculated. With disturbance year and the number of elapsed years since 
the disturbance identified, the algorithm extracts the pre-disturbance NBR value and a reference NBR value 
in the time series and calculates the percentage recovery. The percentage of recovery is always calculated 
to a reference year, which does not necessarily need to be the last year in the time series (e.g., 2017). The 
equation used is provided below:   

% 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  ((𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 –  𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) / 𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)  ∗  100 

Where “pre” is the pre-disturbance NBR value and “current” is the reference year NBR value. It is important 
to note that the algorithm can accommodate different reference years, which allows assessment of recovery 
for previous years, e.g. when ortho-imagery is available for validation.  

4.2.4 Recovered vs. Not Recovered  
Based on the calculated percentage of recovery, individual pixels were classified into two categories; 
‘recovered’ or ‘not recovered’. A third class ‘discarded’ was assigned based on additional conditions. 
A pixel was classified as ‘recovered’ or ‘not recovered’ based on meeting a 80% pre-disturbance recovery 
threshold, as per suggested by White et al. (2017). Therefore, pixels with an NBR value that were greater 
than 80% of the pre-disturbance value were classified as ‘recovered’. Pixels below this 80% threshold were 
classified as ‘not recovered’. 

In certain cases, some pixels were classified as ‘discarded’ and therefore were not included for further 
analysis.  This class was assigned to pixels if at least one of the following conditions was true:  

 Forested land cover - the main purpose of the analysis is to identify areas of forested land not 
recovering after a disturbance event. To ensure that the algorithm only assessed pixels that were 
forested before the disturbance, the pre-disturbance NBR value had to be greater than 400.  Pixel 
with pre-NBR values below 400 were classified as ‘discarded’. 
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 Large or significant disturbances only - to ensure that the detected disturbances were stand-
replacing, and not ephemeral or noise due to phenological differences or geometrical accuracy, an 
NBR drop of at least 300 (i.e. pre-NBR – post-NBR) was required. This condition with algorithm 
guaranteed the disturbance event had sufficient magnitude. Pixels with less than a 300 NBR 
decrease were classified as ‘discarded’.  

 Discrete disturbances, not gradual change - Pickett and White (1985) defines a disturbance as 
any relatively discrete event in time that disrupts ecosystem, community, or population structure 
and changes resources, substrate availability, or the physical environment. To pick up on discrete 
disturbances and not longer-term processes such as climate change effects, we applied a max 
disturbance duration of 6 years. Longer disturbances reflected in the NBR time series were 
considered gradual changes and not discrete disturbances so were classified as ‘discarded’. 

 Sufficient context after the disturbance - to provide enough information to make inferences 
about the recovery status, at least 5 years of data were required after the disturbance. Fewer years 
available can results in inaccurate results in the estimated number of years to recovery, therefore 
these pixels were classified as ‘discarded’.  

 Sufficient context before the disturbance - to ensure pre-disturbance conditions were 
adequately characterized, we imposed a minimum of 3 years of data prior to the disturbance. A 
period of less than 3 years may suggest that pre-disturbance conditions are not adequately 
characterized, thus biasing the recovery classes and estimated years to recovery. These pixels 
were classified as ‘discarded’.  

4.2.5 Estimating years to recovery  
For pixels classified as ‘not recovered’, we estimated the years to recovery providing additional information 
to help prioritize restoration efforts. This analysis was based on assessing the rate of recovery and 
examining previous recovery trends based on multiple linear regression analysis. This approach is 
described in more detail below: 

 Estimate time to recovery based on historical trend – the analysis was based on multiple linear 
regression analysis. Using the first post-NBR value and the NBR value at the end of the time series 
a linear trend was fitted. An NBR recovery rate per year was then calculated and applied to 
determine the number of years it would take to regenerate (e.g., >= 80% of the pre-disturbance 
NBR value) at the calculated recovery rate. The number of years was capped at 100 years. The 
second linear regression was based on the last 3 years of the time-series. Therefore, the first post-
fire NBR value was 3 years prior to the end of the time series (e.g., 2014 in the case of the project) 
and last the NBR value last year in times-series. The number of years to recovery was calculated 
using the following equations:  

 All years - Std [years to recovery] = (post – (pre * 0.8)) / ((end - post) / years) 

 Last 3 years – Std3 [years to recovery] = (post – (pre * 0.8)) / ((end - post) / years) 

Where, ‘post’ and ‘pre’ represent the pre- and post-disturbance NBR values, ‘end’ is the NBR value 
at the end of the time series, and ‘years’ is the number of years that have elapsed since the 
disturbance event.  
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The purpose of using multiple linear regressions was to capture non-linear recovery. In cases of 
disagreement between both linear regressions (e.g., not linear recovery) some inferences can be made. 
For example, if the algorithm reported fewer number of years to recovery for the last 3 years than for all 
years suggests that the rate of recovery may have increased. Figure 8 illustrates the difference in the 
estimated years to recovery using a full linear regression using all years, and a regression using only the 
last 3 years of the time series. Using these two approaches was considered useful to identify areas than 
show changes in the recovery trajectory. 

Figure 8 Example of non-linear recovery and the utility of multiple linear regression. 
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Complementary regression approaches are illustrated to provide additional context to the estimate number 
of years to spectral recovery. An example of a non-recovered pixel following a non-linear trend for the 
Quintette herd is provided in Figure 9. A large difference can be seen between the Std and Std3 years to 
recovery due to the non-linear NBR recovery trend. 

Figure 9 Example of non-linear recovery of a pixel in the Quintette herd. 
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5.0 ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS 
5.1 SENSITIVITY TEST FOR LINEAR FEATURES 
The objective of linear feature sensitivity testing was to: 

 Evaluate the effects of the breaks code on a modified timeseries stack, with pixel values scaled by 
the proportion of their disturbed area; 

 Determine whether the breaks code can reliably detect sub-pixel breaks; and 

 Assess the effects of increasingly narrow disturbance features on the year of disturbance identified 
by the breaks code. 

5.1.1 Approach 
A section of the Chinchaga herd area that overlapped the 2005 aerial orthophotos and that contained a 
range of visible linear disturbances of various widths was analyzed. A synthetic version of the Landsat 
Landtrendr data cube that attempted to remove the contribution of undisturbed proportion of each pixel was 
created. The purpose of this operation was to determine whether the detection sensitivity and accuracy in 
reported disturbance year could be improved for very narrow or only partially intersecting disturbances (e.g., 
only touching a small portion of a Landsat pixel). 

In theory, the recorded digital number of a pixel can be described as the area-weighted sum of the disturbed 
area contribution and the undisturbed area contribution. If the area of a single Landsat pixel were recorded 
by a very high spatial resolution sensor, the average cell values for each of the disturbed and undisturbed 
pixels proportioned by their total spatial area would approximate the recorded Landsat value as describe in 
the equation below: 

 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿������������� =  𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑥𝑥 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝐿𝐿 +  𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑥𝑥 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝐿𝐿 

Where ‘DN’ is the digital number or pixel value and ‘pUndis’ and ‘pDis’ represent the proportion of 
undisturbed and disturbed respectively.  

The proportion of disturbed area can be estimated by intersecting the Landsat pixel with vector records of 
as-built linear features. Undisturbed area is then the remainder, or total area minus disturbed area. The 
recorded Landsat mean response value is also known, but the undisturbed response must be estimated in 
some way. Given these inputs, an estimated value for the disturbed area can be calculated: 

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝐿𝐿 =
(𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑥𝑥 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚)

𝑝𝑝𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
 

OGC as-built linear features were compiled and buffered to their reported widths to capture the proportion 
of disturbance. The undisturbed value was estimated from the maximum of a three-year rolling NBR mean 
from the original Landsat Landtrendr cube. A new, synthetic data cube was then calculated. The resulting 
synthetic data cube was a "magnified" version of the original stack. Differences between years in a pixel 
series are augmented (Figure 10). Applying the breaks code to both the original and synthetic data cube 
allowed for a comparison of the effects from the transformation. 
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Figure 10 DN values from raw (green) and synthetic (red) timeseries data cubes. 

 

5.1.2 Sensitivity testing 

Disturbance detection using synthetic versus original data cube 

Statistical comparisons were made between OGC disturbances from a subarea of the original Landsat data 
cube and the synthetic data cube. A 1660 by 1612 pixel subset of the Chinchaga herd area was analyzed. 
15.4% of 111,463 disturbed pixels reported different disturbance years between the two data sources, with 
fewer non-detection cells from the synthetic cube (1.1% for the original versus 0.03% for the synthetic). 
91.8% of pixels analysed returned a disturbance year within ±3 years of each other. Furthermore, there 
was no obvious spatial pattern to pixels that agreed or disagreed in disturbance year from the two data 
sources. As detection from the synthetic cube was not significantly better, the raw data cubes were used 
for subsequent work. 

Sensitivity to feature width based on OGC data for the Chinchaga herd area 

Unfortunately, no field data was available for the Chinchaga herd area. The herd area is heavily crossed 
by seismic lines and resource roads. Based on the OGC datasets, these features can be quite old and, in 
some cases, predate the first Landsat image in the data cube (e.g., 1985). 
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A filtered set of detected disturbances were compared to overlapping OGC features within the extent of the 
2005 Chinchaga aerial orthophoto. Disturbances detected in 1985 and 2017 (the first and last years in the 
Landsat data cube respectively) were rejected as reference to prior and subsequent years is required to 
establish a break occurred. We cannot determine there is a break without the context of values from 
proximate years. Linear features ranged in width between 1 and 25 meters. Figure 11 shows how 
differences between the disturbance year reported by the OGC data and disturbance year reported by the 
breaks code varies with feature width. Additionally, the proportion of pixels overlapping OGC linear 
disturbance features where a disturbance was detected (e.g., a year returned) is shown in Figure 12, 
summarizing how completely feature geometries were detected based on their widths. It shows the 
percentage of total pixels of disturbance features that were detected as this varies by feature width. 

Figure 11 Absolute difference in years comparing OGC reported disturbance year versus 
year reported by breaks code. 
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Figure 12 Proportion of pixels overlapping OGC linear disturbance features where a 
disturbance was detected (e.g., a year returned). 

 

Qualitative comparisons were also performed between the OGC linear features and the breaks code 
outputs. Figure 13 indicates a subarea of the Chinchaga herd where linear features of multiple widths 
intersect. Increasingly dark shades of blue indicate the proportion of overlap between a Landsat Landtrendr 
pixel and the OGC reported linear feature. Disturbance year reported by the breaks code is indicated at the 
top and the proportion of overlap at the bottom of each pixel. 

For the wider 15 m feature, the OGC disturbance year and breaks code reported date consistently match. 
For a reported 5.5 m feature the disturbance years do not match but the breaks code consistently reports 
the disturbance as occurring in 2006 for all overlapping cells. A thin 1.5 m feature to the south reports very 
different disturbance years from the OGC data and these years are not consistent along the feature length.  
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Figure 13 Visual comparison of OGC reported disturbance year versus the breaks code 
for a selected number of linear features in the Chinchaga herd area. 

 

Figure 14 shows a clearly visible geophysical access road. OGC data does not list a date or width for this 
feature but vector geometry suggests a 10 m width. On-screen measurements from the aerial photo suggest 
the exposed feature may be even thinner when seen from above (e.g., in satellite imagery). Black outlines 
indicate cells touching the OGC disturbance feature while green filled cells with red outlines are filtered 
detections from the recovery code. The disturbance feature is clearly detected returning spatially contiguous 
cells with a consistent break year of 1994. The pad at the north end also shows a disturbance year of 1994. 

OGC year: 2006
Width: 15 m
(measured)

OGC year: 2009
Width: 5.5 m

OGC year: 2009
Width: 1.5 m
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Figure 14 Linear feature (~10 m) strongly detected (Chinchaga herd). 

 

In Figure 15 we find a linear feature that likely pre-existed the Landsat data cube (i.e., disturbance prior to 
1985). As in Figure 14 black outlines indicate the disturbance feature geometry while green filled cells with 
red outlines indicate detections. In this case the non-detections reveal the feature, forming a spatially 
contiguous pattern along the road. The road is visible in both the 2018 Planet imagery and the 2005 aerial. 
Both OGC geometry and aerial measurement suggest this feature is 25 m wide, and as before the exposed 
width from above appears slightly narrower as measured from the aerial. 
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Figure 15 Pre-existing road (~25 m) revealed by no-break detection pattern (Chinchaga 
herd). 

 

5.1.3 Findings from sensitivity test 
It was not clear that the synthetic image stack improves detection in a meaningful way. Differences were 
not spatially clustered, and do not appear to vary with particular disturbance features (e.g. wide versus 
narrow roads). The differences in reported years were small between the two data cubes. It is possible that 
since the breaks code already returns the best candidate year for the disturbance that enlarging or sizing 
the magnitude of the pre- and post-break has little effect on the outcome. 

Seismic lines and resource roads in the Chinchaga herd area were captured in the OGC vector data. A 
statistical comparison between OGC reported disturbance year and breaks detection year did not appear 
to show any systematic variation as feature width increases (Figure 11), for example narrow versus wide 
roads. These results would tend to suggest that thinner features are actually more consistently detected, 
with slightly lower mean and median difference values and smaller inter-quartile ranges; however, this is 
likely due to larger features covering more pixels and so having a larger variability.  
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A qualitative comparison of a set of features based on OGC data suggests that sub-pixel detections are 
possible, with both a 10 and 25 m feature showing strong effects (the 25 m feature existing prior to the first 
cube image and showing as non-disturbance against a disturbed background). A feature at 6 m from this 
comparison was not detected. 

With respect to sub-pixel width features the perhaps intuitive answer is likely correct: what is important is 
the contrast between the disturbance signal and the background area. If the disturbance is strongly 
represented it will bias the pixel average value. Comparison to the modified data cube suggests that the 
breaks algorithm will pick up quite fine differences as breaks. In general, if a feature can be visually detected 
at 30 m resolution then the disturbance date can likely be found. 

Assessing the limit of sub-pixel detections would require definitive disturbance data including: 

 Positionally accurate disturbance vectors; and 

 Temporally accurate disturbance date information 

5.2 INDEPENDENT THIRD-PARTY VALIDATION 
An independent validation of the results is required to assess the performance and anticipate shortcomings 
of using these methods (e.g., breaks code and recovery code). Based on an independent dataset outputs 
from the two algorithms were validated.  

Hatfield tasked consulting foresters Nicholas Soverel (MSc, RPF) and Lauren Shinnimin (MSFM, RPF) with 
analysing and validating the accuracy of the satellite-based disturbance detection and spectral recovery 
algorithm. The four priority caribou habitat areas were examined (e.g., Quintette, Pink, Chinchaga, and 
Moberly). Major landscape-level disturbances observed in each area were categorized into three classes: 
forest harvest, wildfire and oil and gas operations. Other types of disturbance, including mining operations, 
landslides, etc. were not considered. 

Validation was performed using aerial orthophoto imagery provided by FLNRORD. To accommodate 
different collection dates of the orthophotos, the recovery code was re-run and a different end date for the 
time series (other than 2017) was specified. This aided in the photointerpretation of the high-resolution 
aerial images. The aerial orthophotos were collected on the following dates: 

 Quintette – 2007 

 Pink – 1999 

 Moberly – 2006  

 Chinchaga – 2005 
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5.2.1 Disturbance year validation 
Outputs from the breaks code for each caribou herd were provided to the consulting foresters along with 
annual Landtrendr NBR composites from 1985 to 2017. In addition to the breaks code outputs, aerial 
orthophotos, forest harvest cutblocks, historical wildfire, and oil and gas spatial data were used to complete 
the analysis. Aerial orthophotos were used as a visual reference for disturbances and disturbance year 
wherever possible. Attributes from the forest harvesting, wildfire, and oil and gas reference data were used 
to determine the reported disturbance year for all three disturbance categories. Sample points were 
selectively chosen within each study area to represent areas with confirmable disturbances (Figure 16). For 
each sample point, the disturbance year (i.e., ‘ChngYr’) reported from the breaks code was validated 
against the reported disturbance years from the reference vector data, corresponding NBR values, and 
orthophotos. Any corresponding errors in the ChngYr were noted and overall accuracy was analyzed for 
each study area. The spatial distribution of validation points for all herds used in the validation analysis. 

Figure 16 Sample points for validation across the four priority herds. Top left Chinchaga, 
top right Quintette, bottom left Moberly, bottom right Pink herd. Green triangles 
to validate disturbance year and red triangles to validate recovery class.  
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For the detection of disturbances, the average accuracy was approximately 50% when directly comparing 
disturbance dates against the reference data. However, when applying a buffer of ±2 years to the reported 
disturbance date, overall accuracy increased to 83%. It should be noted that the results from this validation 
exercise should be considered in relation to the known accuracy limitations and issues with some of the 
reference data used. 

There are also known limitations related to the algorithm and data used that inherently decrease the results 
accuracy. For instance, the fact that we use a compositing approach during the growing season (aiming for 
images acquired 15th August ±15 days) implies that we will systematically overestimate the disturbance 
year by one year for disturbances occurring after the acquisition window. It is also possible that disturbances 
occurring before the acquisition window are not detected, particularly if they had low intensity, due to 
weathering and rapid regeneration post-disturbance. Finally, since the algorithm detects only the largest 
disturbance in the series, it is possible that the disturbance was attributed correctly by the algorithm but 
deemed erroneous via comparing to the ortho-photos since it was not the largest disturbance in the series.   

Despite various limitations in analysis between the four herds, several trends were noted. A consistent 
limitation was the inability to detect narrower linear disturbances, generally less than 10 to 15 m in width. This 
was noted in the sensitivity analysis completed by Hatfield and further corroborated in the validation analysis. 

Table 3 summarizes the overall disturbance detection accuracy for each study area. Accuracy ranged from 
30% for Chinchaga, up to 61% for Quintette.  

Table 3 Change year accuracy for all herds. 

Study Area (herd)  Accuracy of reported year of 
disturbance (%) 

Accuracy of reported year of 
disturbance with ±2 yr buffer (%) 

Quintette 61 86 

Pink 53 83 

Chinchaga 30 80 

Moberly 58 83 

Average Accuracy (%) 50.5 83 

The full validation results for the disturbance year are included in Appendix A1.  

5.2.2 Vegetation recovery validation 
Validation of recovery was achieved through heads up desktop visual interpretation in the absence of field 
data. Therefore, the consulting foresters used available imagery to make best estimates of tree cover, 
vegetation cover, tree height and structure and overall species mix. Ideally, these samples would be field 
assessed to more fully and accurately assess vegetation recovery. The consulting foresters provided their 
subjective opinion on whether the disturbed site would relatively match the pre-disturbance state. Sites 
where available data indicated the stand could not (without human intervention) achieve this future state 
were validated as ‘No’ as reported by the recovery code (i.e., ‘reco_class’). Those sites where the stand 
appeared to be ‘on track’ to recovery or were recovered to 80% of pre-disturbance condition were then 
validated as ‘Y’. 
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The consulting foresters relied on the general assumption that the recovery algorithm analyzed areas where 
the pre-disturbance land cover was previously forested. The consulting foresters consequently took the 
perspective that recovery of these forested areas should eventually result in fully (or nearly) recovered 
forest stands. Therefore, in order to assess sufficient recovery (e.g., reco_class = Y or 80%), the consulting 
foresters used professional opinion and available spatial datasets and anniversary orthophotos to assess 
whether a disturbed area had met the criteria of ‘recovered’*. The consulting foresters used the following 
general criteria in order to determine this: 

 Areas outside of the disturbance area were used as general reference for pre-disturbance state. 

 The overall level of ‘green-up’ was the result of tree cover. 

 Tree cover species (deciduous versus coniferous) did not necessarily have to match the assumed 
pre-disturbance species. 

 Relative tree canopy cover. 

 Relative tree height and overall stand structure. 

As stated above, the spectral recovery algorithm was re-run by Hatfield to provide outputs that 
corresponded with the available orthophotos for each study area (i.e. changed the end of series date to 
match with the orthophoto date). Again, sample points were selectively chosen to represent areas with 
visually confirmable disturbances. For each sample point, the reco_class was determined to be either “YES” 
or “NO” (e.g., >80% and <80% of the pre-disturbance NBR value respectively). Pixels where reco_class = 
“DISCARDED” were omitted (see section 4.2.4 for details). The predicted recovery class was then analyzed 
to determine overall accuracy for each study area.  

The overall accuracy of the predicted recovery class “Yes” for all the herds combined was approximately 
46%. Alternately, the overall accuracy for predicted recovery class “No” was approximately 91%. This result 
suggests that the spectral recovery code algorithm is proficient in detecting when a disturbed area has not 
“recovered”, however it is not as reliable when detecting if the vegetation cover in a disturbed area has 
returned to a similar pre-disturbance forest condition (e.g., similar tree cover and stand structure). The 
spectral recovery does, however, provide a good indication of greening vegetation at the site. Table 4 
summarizes the accuracy of the recovery algorithm with an overall average accuracy of 67%. 

Table 4 Recovery class accuracy for all herds. 
 Recovery Class Validation 

Yes No Total User’s Accuracy 
(Commission) 

R
ec

ov
er

y 
C

la
ss

 
Pr

ed
ic

tio
n Yes 16 19 35 45.7% 

No 3 29 32 90.6% 
Total 19 48 67  
Producers Accuracy (Omission) 84.2% 60.4%   

The duality between spectral and structural and compositional recovery can partially explain the high 
commission the recovered class. Since they are not the same, they cannot be directly compared either 
(Frazier et al. 2018). A better understanding of how spectral and structural recovery relate to each other 
would help in assessing errors for when such methods can be used. The full validation results for the 
recovery analysis are included in Appendix A1. 
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6.0 OPERATIONALIZING  
6.1 CLOUD BASED PROCESSING 
Trial execution showed that the breaks code component was the most computationally intensive and required 
an enhanced computational environment to allow for scalability (e.g., for efficient province-wide processing). 

Full scale execution of the breaks code for all priority herds was completed using a horizontal scaling 
approach. With modern data centers providing on-demand cloud computing services, horizontal scaling 
allows problems to be broken into chunks which are processed in parallel. This involves deployment of 
small, independent virtual "containers" (essentially light-weight virtual machines) that act as computation 
nodes running on a scalable cluster of virtual machines. Each container is fed a subset of the data and 
computes its results in isolation of the other nodes. Results are then collected and reassembled. 

The entire parallel processing and re-combination activity is coordinated by an execution scheduler and 
virtual machine orchestration system. Hatfield used Dask and Kubernetes to manage and maximize 
computational resources and completed all processing in Google’s Cloud based infrastructure. The Google 
Cloud compute nodes used for the processing were dual-core virtual machines with 8 GB of RAM. Table 5 
shows a theoretical performance comparison between a local virtual machine multi-processing run with 16 
cores and a cloud computing cluster with 50 dual-core nodes. As seen in this table, using a cloud computing 
cluster results in a 600% performance gain over using a single high-powered local node. 

Table 5 Computational statistics (run-time) for multiple set ups (local vs. cloud). 

Location Number of pixels Local compute (hrs) Cluster compute (hrs) 

Moberly 5,883,303 40.86 6.54 

Quintette 12,162,110 84.46 13.51 

Pink 19,504,134 135.45 21.67 

Chinchaga 23,077,459 160.26 25.64 

All 60,627,006 421.02 67.36 

6.2 WEB-BASED VISUALIZATION TOOL 
To help visualize the outputs of the breaks and recovery algorithm, Hatfield developed a Web GIS data 
exploration system to help SERNbc and FLNRORD explore the project results. Hatfield built the Web GIS 
using Hatfield’s cloud computing environment to demonstrate the datasets and dynamic query functionality. 
Functionality of the visualization tool the include: 

 Pre-defined recovery queries to aid in visualization. 

 Selection of date range to restrict disturbance features shown. 

 Time series animation of the Landsat data cube. 

 Selection of standard base layers to help orient users.  
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To allow all datasets to be efficiently viewed in a web-based interface, all source data was transformed into 
web and cloud-optimized formats: the vector dataset containing information on recovery trends was split 
into per-herd vector tiles that conform to the Mapbox vector tile specification, and raster Landsat data cube 
layers were transformed into Cloud Optimized GeoTIFFs (COGs) in the web-mercator coordinate reference 
system (EPSG:3857). 

Advantages of vector tiles include (adapted from ESRI (2020): 

 Vector tiles can be used to generate many different styles of map layers using a single set of vector 
tiles. You can customize vector tile layers—for example, hide their visibility, change symbols and 
fonts, change languages for labels, and so on—without having to regenerate tiles. 

 Vector tiles are rendered in high-resolution on the client thereby showing clear symbology and 
labels. 

 Vector tiles can be generated much more quickly, and with fewer hardware resources, than 
corresponding raster tiles. This reduces the cost to generate the tiles and improves the speed at 
which data updates can be made available. 

 Vector tiles are much smaller in size than corresponding raster tiles, reducing the amount of data 
transferred to low-bandwidth website-viewers. 

A Cloud Optimized GeoTIFF (COG) is a regular GeoTIFF file that is aimed at being hosted on a HTTP file 
server with an internal organization that enables more efficient workflows on cloud computing systems. 
COGs leverage the ability of web-clients to issuing HTTP GET range requests to ask for just the parts of a 
file they need (COGEO, 2020). Advantages of using COG files include: 

 Raster tiles of the Landtrendr data cube datasets can be efficiently created on-demand without pre-
computation. 

 Raster tiles are created efficiently, only accessing the part of the GeoTIFF file that is being viewed 
instead of having to read in the entire file into memory. 

 Dynamic processing, such as adding colour and doing linear histogram stretches can be done 
efficiently.   

When the raw output from the break detection and spectral recovery analysis were reviewed visually on the 
web-visualization tool, some outputs were found to be visually misleading. To remove the misleading 
information, the break detection and spectral recovery information was filtered to: 

 Remove values that were clearly on top of water bodies (rivers or lakes). 

 Remove values outside the watershed that each herd resides in. 

 Remove very isolated detections based on density counts within a 250 m window (kernel density 
filter). 

Only the final, filtered break detection and spectral recovery analysis data is being displayed on the web 
GIS. 
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With the input raster and vector data in web-appropriate formats, Hatfield created a custom web-application 
to make the datasets available. This custom web-application has the following properties: 

 The web application uses a serverless architecture that has no server to manage but auto-scales 
based on demand. 

 Vector tiles are dynamically pulled from storage and streamed in a compressed form to web 
browsers. 

 Raster tiles are efficiently generated by accessing only the part of the COG file being viewed. Raster 
tiles are post-processed to allow the handling of colours, stretching and no-data values. 

 Custom-built JavaScript libraries based on the Leaflet web-mapping system allow dynamic queries 
of vector data and navigation of the raster Landsat data cube. 
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7.0 FINAL OUTPUT PRODUCTS 
7.1 DISTURBANCE DETECTION 

7.1.1 Description of attributes 
A description of fields contained in the output GIS file are described below. 

 Pre-disturbance value – the NBR value just before the disturbance event. For disturbances lasting 
more than a year this is calculated by the following: year of disturbance – elapsed years of 
disturbance.  

 Post-disturbance value – the NBR value at the reported year of disturbance.  

 Reported year of disturbance – the year of the disturbance reported from the breaks code. 

 Elapsed years of disturbance – disturbance duration (number of years).  

 Magnitude – difference between the pre-disturbance NBR value and post-disturbance NBR value. 

An observation from the current implementation of the breaks code is that there were occasional errors in 
the disturbance year reported. Sometimes the year of disturbance did not match the decrease in NBR value 
observed in the Landsat Landtrendr time-series. In some cases, there were some areas with very large 
disturbance duration (e.g., 16 years) which may suggest an error. These errors can be identified via a 
comparison between the disturbance magnitude from the breaks code and the recovery code.  

7.1.2 Breaks algorithm output examples 

7.1.2.1 Polygonal disturbances 

The model does relatively well at predicting large polygonal disturbances, as indicated by the good 
agreement between the breaks code output and the reference harvesting and fire dataset by 
White et al. (2017). Figure 17 is an example of large polygonal disturbance across the landscape within the 
Quintette herd. Figure 18 is an example of smaller polygonal disturbances, such as well pads that are well 
aligned with OGC data. 
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Figure 17 Example of fire and harvesting disturbance within the Quintette herd detected by the breaks code. Left image: 
SPOT 6 satellite image. Right image: breaks code output. 
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Figure 18 Example of well pad disturbances within the Quintette herd detected by the breaks code. Left image: SPOT 6 
satellite image. Right image: breaks code output. 
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7.1.2.2 Linear disturbances 
The model does generally a good job at detecting permanent roads as per suggested by the overlap 
between the breaks output and the roads datasets (Figure 19). It is important to note that roads built pre-
1985 will not be shown in the breaks code outputs.  

The model does poorer at detecting narrower linear features (<15m wide), such as seismic lines. Some of 
these linear features are not even visible in the Landsat or higher resolution SPOT or PlanetScope imagery, 
suggesting that some of the information recorded in the reference data is not accurate and/or is outdated. 
Performance of the algorithm in detecting narrower linear features varies. Some linear features were picked 
up consistently while others are missed. Validation with precise, high quality data on seismic lines is needed 
to properly assess the break code performance. Figure 20 provides a comparison between the OGC data 
and a series of seismic lines and the outputs from the breaks code for the Quintette herd. Please note that 
most of the seismic lines highlighted in the OGC data are not discernible in the SPOT imagery.  
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Figure 19 Example of roads and linear features (post 1985) within the Quintette herd detected by the breaks code. Left image: 
SPOT 6 satellite image. Right image: breaks code output with BC Road Atlas data overlaid in orange. 
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Figure 20 Linear feature disturbances (post 1985) detected by the breaks code compared with the OGC vector data. Left 
image: SPOT 6 satellite image. Right image: breaks code output with OGC data overlaid in purple. 
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7.2 SPECTRAL RECOVERY ANALYSIS 

7.2.1 Description of attributes 
A description of the most important fields contained in the output shapefile are provided below: 

 ‘Reco’ – recovery percentage. This metric is expressed as the recovery percentage by comparing 
pre-disturbance NBR value to the NBR value at the end of the time series.  

 ‘Pre’ – pre disturbance NBR value (at report year of disturbance (ChgYr) – duration of the 
disturbance (ChgDur)). 

 ‘Post’ - post disturbance NBR at the reported year of disturbance (ChgYr). 

 ‘End’ – the NBR value for the last year in the time-series. 

 ‘Drop’ – the magnitude of NBR change reported by the recovery code (which should match 
magnitude ‘MagYr’ reported by the breaks code). When ‘Drop’ and ‘MagYr’ do not match, there is 
an error in the break code output. 

 ‘PreLC’ – the pre-disturbance land cover class (see section 4.2.2).  

 ‘Reco_class’ – the spectral recovery determined by applying an 80% threshold. Values can be 
recovered (YES), or not-recovered (NO), or not enough information for analysis (DISCARDED). 
These classes are described below: 

o YES – pixel has recovered: NBR at the end of the time series >= 0.8 * pre disturbance 
NBR. 

o NO – pixel has not-recovered: NBR at the end of the time series < 0.8 * pre disturbance 
NBR. 

o DISCARDED – pixel not analyzed (reasons for failure are described in the ‘failed’ field). 

 ‘Failed’ – the reasons for discarding a pixel (only if reco_class == DISCARDED): 

o ‘None’ – empty if reco_class == YES or reco_class == NO. 

o ‘Pre’ – pre-NBR value too low. 

o ‘Mag’- magnitude of NBR change (i.e., the decrease in NBR value) too low. 

o ‘Drop’ – 2017 NBR value less than the 2016 NBR value. 

o ‘Yend’ – not enough years after the disturbance year (3 years currently). 

o ‘Ystart’ - not enough years before the disturbance year (5 years currently). 

o ‘Id’ – unique identifier (unique identifier + year of disturbance + reco_class). 
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THE FOLLOWING FIELDS ARE CALCULATED ONLY IF reco_class == YES or NO’ 

 ‘Dif_mag’ – difference in magnitude between the breaks code and the recovery code (if not 0 there 
is an error in the difference reported in the breaks code output). 

 ‘Rate std’ – rate of recovery from the year of disturbance. 

 ‘Years_std’ – years to recovery since the year of disturbance at the standard rate of recovery. 

 ‘Years_std3’ - years to recovery based on the rate of recovery calculated over the last three years 
in the time series. 

 ‘Dif_std’ – difference in years to recovery between ‘Years_std’ and ‘Years_std3’.  

7.2.2 Examples 

7.2.2.1 Polygonal disturbances 

The recovery analysis allows to detect areas that have recovered and not within both fire and harvesting 
footprints. It is also apparent within the ‘non-recovered’ areas a differential behaviour in terms of the number 
of the estimated years to recovery. An example for the Quintette herd is included in Figure 21.  

7.2.2.2 Linear disturbances 

The recovery analysis allows to detect areas that have recovered and not within wider roads and well pads. 
Smaller features are not accurately detected due to Landsat data spectral and spatial limitations. As for the 
case of larger polygonal disturbances, it is also apparent within the ‘non-recovered’ areas a differential 
behaviour in terms of the number of the estimated years to recovery. An example for the Quintette herd is 
included in Figure 22.  
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Figure 21 Spectral recovery’s polygonal disturbances. Accurate predictions of harvesting and fire and shows variability in 
recovery within a single event. 

 

https://hatcon.sharepoint.com/:i:/r/sites/projects/9755/Shared%20Documents/Project/Document/Final_report/Fig%2021_SERNbc9755_SpectralRecovery_Polygon_20200312_v0_1_SJ.jpg?csf=1&e=9N3tYw
https://hatcon.sharepoint.com/:i:/r/sites/projects/9755/Shared%20Documents/Project/Document/Final_report/Fig%2021_SERNbc9755_SpectralRecovery_Polygon_20200312_v0_1_SJ.jpg?csf=1&e=9N3tYw
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Figure 22 Spectral recovery of linear disturbances. Accurate predictions for wider roads and well pads, however, smaller 
features are not detected due to Landsat data spectral and spatial limitations. 

 

https://hatcon.sharepoint.com/:i:/r/sites/projects/9755/Shared%20Documents/Project/Document/Final_report/Fig%2022_SERNbc9755_SpectralRecovery_Linear_20200312_v0_1_SJ.jpg?csf=1&e=t4Gs6z
https://hatcon.sharepoint.com/:i:/r/sites/projects/9755/Shared%20Documents/Project/Document/Final_report/Fig%2022_SERNbc9755_SpectralRecovery_Linear_20200312_v0_1_SJ.jpg?csf=1&e=t4Gs6z
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7.3 WEB-BASED VISUALIZATION 
Hatfield has deployed the custom-built web visualization application to our “GEO Analytics Canada” 
(www.geoanalytics.ca) platform, and is available at the following website address: https://disturbance-
tool.geoanalytics.ca/. The web application, shown in Figure 22, has been given the name of “Northeast 
British Columbia Disturbance Recovery Tool”. The main navigation for the website includes links to the 
home page, information on the methodology, and web-maps for each of the 4 targeted Caribou herds 
(Chinghaga, Moberly, Pink and Quintette). 

Figure 23 The web-based visualization is available online at https://disturbance-
tool.geoanalytics.ca/ 

 

On the web-maps, the following functions are available: 

 A “View Fullscreen” function allows the map display to take up the user’s entire screen. This view-
mode is useful especially for presentations. 

 A base-map picker function that allows the base map to be chosen – either Open Street Map, ESRI 
World Imagery, Google Satellite, Roads Basemap or the Provincial Basemap. 

 Vegetation Disturbance and Recovery layer controls allow dynamically querying, filtering and 
styling of the vegetation recovery layer based on user input. Using this control users can turn the 

http://www.geoanalytics.ca/
https://disturbance-tool.geoanalytics.ca/
https://disturbance-tool.geoanalytics.ca/
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layer on and off, choose the years of disturbance to show, and to classify the information either by 
the number of years to recovery or by the percent recovered in 2017. 

 Raster timeseries layer controls allow either NDVI, NBR or false-colour layers from the Landsat 
data cube to be selected, along with the year to show (1983-2017). 

 When a vegetation disturbance pixel is clicked, a sidebar (Figure 24) is displayed that contains 
information about the disturbance and recovery analysis done at that location.  

Figure 24 The web-application dynamically queries and displays information about 
disturbed areas. 

 

7.4 FINAL DELIVERABLES  
The final deliverables include:  

 Updated break and recovery code written in Python.  

 Shapefiles, one per herd, including the complete recovery information.  

 Full third-party validation report. 

 Instructions to access and use the web-based visualization tool.  

 Final summary report.  
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8.0 FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS  
This research lays down an integrative framework to identify areas that are not recovering after disturbance 
across very large areas based on freely available Landsat data. The data derived from this method will 
contribute to the knowledge required for caribou habitat restoration strategies; with important ramifications 
for fire/harvesting management, conservation planning, and climate-change adaptation in the northeast BC 
region. 

Hatfield identified the following recommendations to increase the accuracy and applicability of the proposed 
methods:  

 Multiple spectral indices - test the use of multiple and complementary spectral indices to increase 
the accuracy at estimating recovery based on time-series analysis. 

 Sentinel-2 data - apply similar methods to Sentinel-2 time-series to exploit the enhanced spatial 
and temporal resolution for linear feature extraction and analysis. 

 Deep learning algorithms - test deep learning algorithms that explicitly account for both the spatial 
and temporal context to produce superior products for disturbance detection and recovery (e.g. 
Convolutional Neural Networks).  

 High quality reference data for validation and training – use visual interpretation and/or field 
data to produce a high-quality product that depicts linear features across the area of study that 
could be used for validation and training of the models.  

 Field data collection – base the independent validation of the results on field visits rather than on 
visual interpretation of historic ortho-imagery.  

 Linear disturbances – further assess why some linear features are detected while others are not 
even when they have similar widths (e.g. spatial configuration, spectral signature).  

 Template matching – methods to estimate time to recovery based on already recovered templates 
are potentially useful to complement the results based on historical trend analysis. Dynamic time 
warping is an established and accurate method for template matching with high computational 
demands but with high potential if scaled using cloud-computing methods proposed here.  

 Multiple cumulative disturbances – derive a method that detects the latest disturbance and not 
the most intense across the time series or a method able to account for multiple cumulative 
disturbances across the time-series (fire + harvesting).  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

An analysis validating the accuracy of the satellite breaks code algorithm in (1) detecting forest disturbances on the landscape 

through changes in NBR values and (2) detecting forest vegetation recovery, was completed for four known caribou habitat areas of 

interest (AOI) in northeast British Columbia including Quintette, Pink, Chinchaga and Moberly. Major landscape-level disturbance 

types included forest harvest, wildfire and oil and gas operations. Disturbance events and years detected using the breaks code was 

analyzed against available orthophotography and forest harvest, historical wildfire and oil and gas spatial data. Results of the 

analysis found that similar errors in the year reported by the breaks code exist in all four areas of interest relating to discrepancies 

with NBR values or reported disturbance dates from government reference data. The average accuracy of disturbance detection was 

approximately 50% when directly comparing disturbance dates. However, when applying a buffer of +/- 2 years to the reported 

disturbance date, overall accuracy increased to 83%. The results from this analysis should be considered in relation to the known 

accuracy and completeness issues with some of the reference data used.  

For the spectral recovery validation analysis, a qualitative heads-up desktop analysis was completed to determine if the recovery 

status predicted by the spectral recovery code visually aligned with forest cover presented in orthophotography. For the purpose of 

this validation exercise, the criteria used to determine “recovery” was for a disturbed site to eventually recover into a forest stand, 

relatively matching the pre-disturbance state (tree density and height, canopy cover, overall stand structure). Results of the 

validation determined the use of NBR values were inconsistent and could not accurately predict vegetation “recovery”. The overall 

accuracy of the predicted recovery class “Yes” for all the AOIs combined was approximately 37%. Alternately, the overall accuracy 

for predicted recovery class “No” was approximately 93%. This result suggests that the spectral recovery code algorithm is proficient 

in detecting when a disturbed area is not “recovered”, however it is not as reliable when detecting if the vegetation cover in a 

disturbed area has returned to a similar pre-disturbance condition (e.g., similar tree cover and stand structure).  The spectral 

recovery code does however, provide a good indication of greening vegetation at the site.  
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BACKGROUND 

Hatfield Consultants (Hatfield) tasked consulting foresters Nicholas Soverel (MSc, RPF) and Lauren Shinnimin (MSFM, RPF) with 

analysing and validating the accuracy of the satellite-based breaks and spectral recovery algorithm in (1) detecting forest 

disturbances on the landscape through changes in normalized burn ratio (NBR) values and (2) detecting forest vegetation recovery. 

Four known caribou habitat areas of interest (AOI) in northeast British Columbia were examined: 

1. Quintette 

2. Pink 

3. Chinchaga 

4. Moberly 

Major landscape-level disturbance observed in each area was categorized into three classes: forest harvest, wildfire and oil and gas 

operations. Other types of disturbance, including mining operations, landslides, etc. were not considered. 

OVERALL APPROACH 

Change Year Validation Analysis 

For the date of disturbance (ChngYr) validation analysis, outputs from the breaks algorithm for each caribou habitat area were 

provided by Hatfield, along with annual average NBR values from 1985 to 2017. In addition to the breaks algorithm output, 

orthophotography and forest harvest, historical wildfire and oil and gas spatial data were used to complete the analysis. 

Orthophotography was used as a visual reference for disturbances and disturbance year wherever possible. Attributes from the 

forest harvesting, wildfire, and oil and gas reference data were used to determine the reported disturbance year for all three 

disturbance categories. Sample points were selectively chosen within each AOI to represent areas with confirmable disturbances. 

For each sample point, the ChngYr reported from the breaks algorithm was validated against the reported disturbance dates in the 

reference data, corresponding NBR values, and orthophotography. Any corresponding errors in the ChngYr were noted and overall 

accuracy was analyzed for each AOI.  

Spectral Recovery Validation Analysis 

For the spectral recovery (reco_class) validation analysis, the spectral recovery algorithm was rerun by Hatfield to provide outputs 

that corresponded with the available orthophotography for each AOI. A qualitative heads-up desktop analysis was completed to 

determine if the recovery class predicted from the spectral recovery algorithm visually aligned with the forest cover presented in the 

orthophotography. Again, sample points were selectively chosen to represent areas with visually confirmable disturbances. For each 

sample point, the reco_class was determined to be either “YES” or “NO” (e.g., >80% and <80% recovered respectively). Pixels where 

reco_class = “DISCARDED” were omitted. The predicted recovery class was then analyzed to determine overall accuracy for each 

AOI.  

Regarding the reco_class validation, the consulting foresters relied on the general assumption that the spectral recovery algorithm 

analyzed areas where the pre-disturbance land cover was forested. The consulting foresters consequently took the perspective that 

recovery of these forested areas should eventually result in fully (or nearly) recovered forest stands. Therefore, in order to assess 

sufficient recovery (e.g., reco_class = Y or 80%), the consulting foresters used professional opinion and available spatial datasets and 

anniversary orthophotography to assess whether a disturbed area had met the criteria of ‘recovered’*. The consulting foresters used 

the following general criteria in order to determine this: 

 
* Validation was only achieved through heads up desktop visual interpretation in the absence of field data. Therefore, the consulting foresters used available imagery 
to make best estimates of tree cover, vegetation cover, tree height and structure and overall species mix. Ideally, these samples would be field assessed to more fully 
and accurately assess recovery.  
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• Areas outside of the disturbance area were used as general reference for pre-disturbance state; 

• The overall level of ‘green-up’ was the result of tree cover; 

• Tree cover species (deciduous versus coniferous) did not necessarily have to match the assumed pre-disturbance species; 

• Relative tree canopy cover; and 

• Relative tree height and overall stand structure.  

The consulting foresters used the above criteria to answer the main question, ‘Will this site eventually recover into a forest stand 

that would relatively match it’s pre-disturbance state (tree cover, stand structure)?’. Sites where available data indicated the stand 

could not (without human intervention) achieve this future state were validated as ‘No’ for reco_class. Those sites where the stand 

appeared to be ‘on track’ to recovery or recovered sufficiently were then validated as ‘Y’ for reco_class.  

QUINTETTE 

Change Year Validation Analysis 

 “ChngYr” was validated for the Quintette AOI for the year 2006 using the 2017 breaks algorithm output provided by Hatfield and 

overlapping orthophotography from years 2005 to 2007. Table 1 presents the attribute data from all validation sample points. Rows 

highlighted in red represent sample points where the ChngYr provided by the breaks algorithm and the reported disturbance date 

from the reference data did not correlate. Of the 28 sample points chosen, 11 (39%) were found to be erroneous for the disturbance 

year, therefore overall accuracy of disturbance detection for the Quintette AOI was 61%. When applying a buffer of +/- 2 years to 

the reported disturbance date, overall accuracy in the breaks algorithm output increased to 86%. The Landsat imagery and resulting 

breaks algorithm were not effective in detecting linear oil and gas features less than 10 to 15m in width (this was further 

corroborated in the Hatfield sensitivity analysis).  

Table 1: Attribute table describing results from “ChngYr” validation for Quintette area of interest. 

 

 

Spectral Recovery Validation Analysis 

Point ID Disturbance Type Algorithm Disturbance Year Reported Disturbance Year Notes

1 Forest Harvest 2006 2006 Verified

2 Forest Harvest 2006 2006 Verified

3 Forest Harvest 2006 2006 Verified

4 Forest Harvest 2012 2006 Omission Error - area was Discarded despite change in FC; pre_mag. Error in ChgYr

5 Forest Harvest 2006 2005 Omission Error - area Discarded, was categorized as Grass/Shrub but part of harvest. Error in ChgYr

6 Forest Harvest 2006 2005 Omission Error - area Discarded, Failed: pre-mag. Error in ChgYr

7 Forest Harvest 2006 2006 Verified

8 Forest Harvest 2006 2005 Area was Discarded despite change in FC; pre_mag. Error in ChgYr

9 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified

10 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified; Machine guard. Most of linear feature not detected

11 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified

13 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified

12 Wildfire N/A 2006 Fire Guard not detected

13 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified; Salvage logged in 2007 post fire

14 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified

15 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified; Salvage logged in 2007 post fire

16 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified

17 Unknown 2006 N/A Unknown Disturbance Type; Oil and Gas?

18 Wildfire N/A 2006 Fire Disturbance not detected. May not have burned

19 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified

20 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified

21 Forest Harvest N/A 2006 Salvage logged in 2006 post fire. No change detected in break code.

22 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified

23 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified

24 Unknown 2006 N/A Unknown Disturbance Type; Wetland appearance

25 Unknown 2006 N/A Unknown Disturbance Type; Oil and Gas?

26 OGC 2006 N/A OGC Data not available to verify Reported DisturbYr. Note: Rd width 20m

27 Forest Harvest 2008 2006 Logged in 2006. No change detected in break code. Error in ChngYr

28 Forest Harvest 2006 0 Forest Tenure Road constructed 2006, 15m width. Block logged 2007
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For the Quintette spectral recovery validation analysis, twenty-nine sample points were chosen; 14 where reco_class = YES (>80% 

forest cover recovery), and 15 where reco_class = NO (<80% forest cover).  

The results are illustrated in Table 2. The reco_class = NO class for the Quintette AOI were validated at 100% accuracy. However, the 

reco_class = YES class were accurate only 50% of the time; areas considered to meet recovery requirements did not appear to be 

visually consistent with the surrounding intact forest (See Figures 1 and 2 below which illustrate this point quite well). Overall 

accuracy for forest cover recovery from the spectral recovery algorithm for Quintette was approximately 76% (Table 2).  

Table 2: "Recovery Class" Validation Analysis for Quintette AOI

 

Figure 1: reco_class = YES (green) vs. reco_class = NO (pink) 

 

 

Yes No Total

User's Accuracy 

(Commission)

Yes 7 7 14 50%

No 0 15 15 100%

Total 7 22 29

Producers Accuracy 

(Omission) 100% 68.2%

75.9%

Recovery Class Validation
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Figure 2: reco_class displayed as percent forest cover recovery 

 

 

PINK 

Change Year Validation Analysis 

 “ChngYr” was validated for the Pink AOI using the 2017 breaks algorithm outputs provided by Hatfield. Since the orthophotography 

provided was black and white and ranged from 1997 to 2001, visual validation of disturbance events was limited. Disturbance was 

primarily validated by analyzing the ChngYr against reported disturbance years obtained from forest harvesting, historical wildfire 

and oil and gas reference data. Orthophotography played a limited role in detecting disturbances in the Pink AOI.  

Table 3 presents the attribute data from all validation points. Rows highlighted in red represent sample points where ChngYr 

provided by the breaks algorithm did not correlate with the NBR value or did not correlate the reported disturbance date from the 

reference data. Of the 30 sample points chosen, 13 (43%) were found to be erroneous for Change Year, therefore overall accuracy 

for disturbance detection for the Pink AOI was 53%.  When applying a buffer of +/- 2 years to the reported disturbance date, overall 

accuracy in the breaks algorithm output increased to 83%. For this AOI, the satellite imagery and resulting break algorithm output 

was able to detect oil and gas pipeline features better than other linear features as the right of way widths for pipelines were 

typically 30m. However, ChngYr outputs for pipelines could not be validated due to unavailable disturbance dates from the 

reference data. The oil and gas reference data only contained approved construction plan or post construction plan dates. These 

dates did not coincide with the detection of the disturbance so could not be used as validation.  
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Table 3: Attribute table describing results from “Change Year” validation for the Pink area of interest 

 

Spectral Recovery Validation Analysis 

The spectral recovery for the Pink AOI could not be visually analyzed using the provided 1999 black and white orthophotography as 
“green up” could not be used as a factor in determining vegetation recovery. Additionally, this AOI had a limited number of areas 
that qualified for “recovery” in 1999.  

CHINCHAGA 

Change Year Validation Analysis 

 “ChngYr” was validated for the Chinchaga AOI using the 2017 breaks algorithm output provided by Hatfield and 2005 
orthophotography. Since overlapping orthophotography was not available for this area, disturbance was validated primarily by 
comparing the ChngYr output to reported disturbance dates obtained from reference data.  

Table 5 presents attribute data from the validation points. Rows highlighted in red signify sample points where the ChngYr provided 
by the breaks algorithm did not correlate with the NBR values or did not correlate with the reported disturbance date from the 
reference data. Of the 20 sample points chosen, 14 (70%) were found to be erroneous for ChngYr. Therefore, overall accuracy for 
disturbance detection for the Chinchaga AOI was only 30%. When applying a buffer of +/- 2 years to the reported disturbance date, 
overall accuracy in the breaks algorithm output increased to 80%. Much of detected oil and gas disturbance in this AOI consisted of 
oil pump clearings which are not spatially mapped in the oil and gas reference data and thus reported disturbance year could not be 
validated with confidence. A greater proportion of the ChngYr errors detected were a result of the ChngYr output not correlating 
with the corresponding NBR value.   

Point ID Disturbance Type Algorithm Disturbance Year Reported Disturbance Year Notes
1 Wildfire 2008 2006 ChngYr Error - annual NBR value suggests ChngYr is 2007; NBR does not coincide with reported fire yr
2 Wildfire 2007 2006 ChngYr coincides with annual NBR value; NBR does not coincide with reported fire disturbance yr
3 Wildfire 2007 2006 ChngYr coincides with annual NBR value; NBR does not coincide with reported fire disturbance yr
4 Forest Harvest 1998 1998 Verified - ChngYr coincides with reported disturbance
5 Forest Harvest 1998 1998 Verified - ChngYr coincides with reported disturbance
6 Forest Harvest N/A 1998 Omission Error - Disturbance not detected
7 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified - ChngYr coincides with reported disturbance
8 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified - ChngYr coincides with reported disturbance
9 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified - ChngYr coincides with reported disturbance

10 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified - ChngYr coincides with reported disturbance
11 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified - ChngYr coincides with reported disturbance
12 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified - ChngYr coincides with reported disturbance
13 Wildfire 2008 2006 ChngYr Error - annual NBR value suggests ChngYr is 2007; NBR does not coincide with reported fire yr
14 Wildfire 2006 2006 Verified - ChngYr coincides with reported disturbance
15 Forest Harvest 2008 1998 ChngYr Error - ChngYr/annual NBR value does not coincide with reported disturb and ortho
16 Forest Harvest 2002 1998 ChngYr Error - ChngYr/annual NBR value does not coincide with reported disturb and ortho
17 Forest Harvest N/A 1998 Omission Error - Disturbance not detected
18 Wildfire 2008 2006 ChngYr Error - annual NBR value suggests ChngYr is 2007; NBR does not coincide with reported fire yr
19 Wildfire 2008 2006 ChngYr Error - annual NBR value suggests ChngYr is 2007; NBR does not coincide with reported fire yr
20 Forest Harvest 2004 2004 Verified - ChngYr coincides with reported disturbance
21 Forest Harvest 2004 2004 Verified - ChngYr coincides with reported disturbance
22 Forest Harvest N/A 2004 Omission Error - Disturbance not detected
23 Forest Harvest 2004 2004 Verified - ChngYr coincides with reported disturbance
24 OGC 2014 2016 ChngYr coincides with annual NBR value; NBR does not coincide w OGC data report of Post Construc date
25 OGC 2002 2009 ChngYr Error - annual NBR value suggests ChngYr is 2001; NBR does not coincide with App Construc Yr
26 OGC 2014 2016 ChngYr coincides with annual NBR value; NBR does not coincide w OGC data report of Post Construc date
27 OGC 2013 2017 ChngYr coincides with annual NBR value; NBR does not coincide w OGC data report of Post Construc date
28 OGC 2006 2005 ChngYr coincides with annual NBR value; NBR does not coincide w OGC data report of App Construc date
29 OGC 2014 2016 ChngYr coincides with annual NBR value; NBR does not coincide w OGC data report of Post Construc date
30 OGC 2017 2017 ChngYr Discrepancy; annual NBR value suggests ChngYr is 2016
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Table 4: Attribute table describing results from “Change Year” validation for the Chinchaga area of interest 

 

Spectral Recovery Validation Analysis 

Due to a limited number of areas that qualified for “recovery” in 2005 within the Chinchaga AOI, sixteen sample points were chosen 
for the spectral recovery validation analysis; 8 where reco_class = YES, and 8 where reco_class = NO.  

The results are illustrated in Table 6. The reco_class = NO class was validated at 100% accuracy. However, the reco_class = YES class 
were accurate only 25% of the time. This is reflective of the fact that most of the recovery areas analyzed were oil and gas 
disturbances, primarily consisting of permanent access roads which are maintained to be free of vegetation. Overall accuracy for 
forest cover recovery from the spectral recovery algorithm in the Chinchaga AOI was approximately 63% (Table 6).  

Table 5: "Recovery Class" Validation Analysis for Chinchaga AOI 

 

 

MOBERLY 

Change Year Validation Analysis 

 “ChngYr” was validated for the Moberly AOI using the 2017 breaks algorithm output provided by Hatfield and 2006 
orthophotography. Since overlapping orthophotography was not available for this area, disturbance was validated primarily by 
comparing the ChngYr output to reported disturbance dates obtained from reference data. Furthermore, the orthophotography 

Point ID Disturbance Type Algorithm Disturbance Year Reported Disturbance Year Notes
1 OGC 2006 2005 ChngYr Error - Pump Station
2 OGC 2006 2005 ChngYr Error - Pump Station
3 OGC 1998 N/A ChngYr appears correct - no OGC data available for pump station to verify
4 Forest Harvest N/A 1986 Omission Error - harvest not detected by breaks code
5 Forest Harvest 1994 1994 Verified with RESULTS data only
6 Forest Harvest N/A 1994 Omission Error - harvest not detected by breaks code
7 Forest Harvest 1994 1994 Verified with RESULTS data only
8 Forest Harvest N/A 1994 Omission Error - harvest not detected by breaks code
9 OGC 2002 2002 Verified

10 Wildfire 2016 2014 ChngYr Error - annual NBR value suggests ChngYr is 2015
11 Wildfire 2016 2014 ChngYr Error - annual NBR value suggests ChngYr is 2015
12 Wildfire 2015 2014 ChngYr Error
13 Wildfire 2016 2014 ChngYr Error - annual NBR value suggests ChngYr is 2015
14 Wildfire 2014 2014 Verified
15 Wildfire 2016 2014 ChngYr Error -annual NBR value Change occurs in 2015. Also Harvest disturbance change in 1985
16 OGC 1994 N/A ChngYr appears correct - Access Road. No OGC data available to verify disturbance date
17 OGC 2000 N/A ChngYr Error - annual NBR value suggests ChngYr is 1999. Cannot verify with OGC data
18 OGC 1994 N/A ChngYr Error - annual NBR value suggests ChngYr is 1993. Cannot verify OGC. Wilfdire disturb 2014
19 Forest Harvest 1996 1995 ChngYr does not correlate with reported disturbance. ChngYr not clear in RGB data
20 Forest Harvest N/A 1995 Omission Error - harvest not detected by breaks code

Yes No Total
User's Accuracy 
(Commission)

Yes 2 6 8 25%
No 0 8 8 100%

Total 2 14 16

Producers Accuracy 
(Omission)

100% 57.1%

Overall Accuracy 62.5%
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provided only covered approximately half of the AOI. This resulted in further reliance on reported disturbance data since visual 
validation was unavailable for many of the detected disturbance areas.  

Table 7 presents attribute data from validation points. Rows highlighted in red signify sample points where the ChngYr provided by 
the breaks algorithm did not correlate with the NBR values or did not correlate with the reported disturbance date from the harvest, 
wildfire or oil and gas reference data. Of the 24 sample points chosen, 10 (42%) were found to be erroneous for ChngYr. Therefore, 
overall accuracy for disturbance detection for the Moberly AOI was 58%. When applying a buffer of +/- 2 years to the reported 
disturbance date, overall accuracy in the breaks algorithm output increased to 83%. Errors consisted of omission errors where the 
disturbance was not detected or the “ChngYr” did not correlate with the corresponding NBR value. Additionally, the breaks 
algorithm output did not detect pipeline disturbances greater than 15m as effectively in the Moberly AOI. 

Table 6: Attribute table describing results from “Change Year” validation for the Moberly area of interest 

 

Spectral Recovery Validation Analysis 

A spectral recovery validation analysis for the Moberly area was completed using 2006 orthophotography. Although many areas 
qualified for “recovery” in the year 2006 within this AOI, the recovery class validation was limited due to the lack of 
orthophotography available for the study area. A resulting 22 sample points were chosen; 13 where reco_class = YES and 9 where 
reco_class = NO.  

The results are illustrated in Table 8. The reco_class = NO class was validated at approximately 67% accuracy. The reco_class = YES 
class was validated at approximately 54% accuracy. This is reflective of a sufficient number of forest harvest disturbances greater 
than 10 years present within the AOI. Many of these harvest blocks were on the trajectory to recovery. Overall accuracy for forest 
cover recovery from the spectral recovery algorithm for Moberly was approximately 59% (Table 8).  

 

Point ID Disturbance Type Algorithm Disturbance Year Reported Disturbance Year Notes
1 Forest Harvest 1990 1990 Verified
2 Forest Harvest 1998 1998 Verified
3 Forest Harvest 2006 2006 Verified
4 Forest Harvest 2006 1991 ChngYr coincides with annual NBR value; does not coincide with disturbance report date
5 Forest Harvest 2004 2003 ChngYr Error; ChngYr does not coincide with annual NBR value. NBR coincides with disturb report date
6 Wildfire 1994 1994 Verified
7 Wildfire 1994 1994 Verified
8 Wildfire 2014 2014 Verified
9 Wildfire 2014 2014 Verified

10 Wildfire 2014 2014 Verified
11 Wildfire 2014 2014 Verified
12 Forest Harvest 1990 1990 Verified
13 Forest Harvest 1992 1991 ChngYr Error; ChngYr does not coincide with annual NBR value. NBR coincides with disturb report date
14 Forest Harvest 1996 1996 Verified
15 Forest Harvest 1996 1995 ChngYr Error; ChngYr does not coincide with annual NBR value. NBR coincides with disturb report date
16 Forest Harvest 1998 1998 Verified
17 Forest Harvest 2004 2003 ChngYr coincides with annual NBR value; does not coincide with disturbance report date
18 Wildfire N/A 2014 Omission Error; disturbance not detected
19 Forest Harvest N/A 1993 Omission Error; harvest and wildfire dsiturbance not detected
20 Forest Harvest 2002 2000 ChngYr Error; ChngYr does not coincide with annual NBR value (2001) does not coincide with disturb date
21 Forest Harvest 2016 2015 ChngYr coincides with annual NBR value; does not coincide with harvest date or fire disturb date (2014)
22 Forest Harvest 2000 2000 Verified
23 OGC 1994 N/A Disturbance date for OGC pipeline unavailable for verification
24 OGC N/A N/A Omission Error; disturbance not detected, disturbance year unavailable
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Table 7: "Recovery Class" Validation Analysis for Moberly AOI 

 

DISCUSSION 

Despite various limitations in analysis between the four AOIs, several trends were noted. A consistent limitation existing within 
disturbance detection was the satellites inability to detect narrower linear disturbances, generally less than 10 to 15 m in width. This 
was noted in the sensitivity analysis completed by Hatfield and further corroborated in the validation analysis.  

Similar errors in disturbance year were detected throughout all four AOIs including: 

• ChngYr Error: the ChngYr output does not correlate with the corresponding NBR value 
• The ChngYr output and NBR values correlate with one another but do not correlate with the reported disturbance date 

from the forest harvest, wildfire or oil and gas reference data 
• Omission Error: the disturbance was not detected by the breaks algorithm output 

Table 9 summarizes the overall disturbance detection accuracy for each AOI. Accuracy ranges from as low as 30% for Chinchaga, up 
to 61% for Quintette. The average overall accuracy is approximately 50%; however, when applying a +/- 2 year buffer, the accuracy 
of the breaks algorithm increases to 83%.  

Table 8: Overall Accuracy of Disturbance Detection (Change Year) for each AOI 

 

With regards to the spectral recovery validation analysis, a finding was the inconsistency in accurately detecting vegetation 
“recovery” using NBR values.  It is important to note “recovery” was validated per the definition established by the consulting 
foresters. More specifically, the algorithm assigned pixels as being “recovered” but did not visually appear to meet the criteria 
indicating recovery towards suitable caribou habitat. The overall accuracy for recovery class “Yes” for the Quintette, Chinchaga and 
Moberly AOIs combined was approximately 46% (Table 10). Alternately, the overall accuracy for recovery class “No” was 
approximately 91%. This suggests that the spectral recovery algorithm is proficient in detecting when a disturbed area has not 
recovered, however has some challenges in detecting when the disturbed area has recovered to pre-disturbance conditions (tree 
cover, stand structure).  A potential explanation for this is the proficiency to measure “green-up” but the inability to consistently 

Yes No Total
User's Accuracy 
(Commission)

Yes 7 6 13 53.8%
No 3 6 9 66.7%

Total 10 12 22
Producers Accuracy 

(Omission)
70% 50%

Overall Accuracy 59.1%
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Area of Interest
Accuracy of Disturbance 

Detection (%)

Accuracy of 
Disturbance Detection 
(%) with +/- 2 yr Buffer 

Quintette 61 86
Pink 53 83

Chinchaga 30 80
Moberly 58 83
Average 

Accuracy (%)
50.5 83
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differentiate between grasses, shrubs and trees using NBR. The result is an algorithm that provides a good indication of unrecovered 
disturbances that will need treatment and human intervention but limited in the ability to accurately determine caribou habitat 
recovery. However, it is important to note the assumptions and limitations noted in the approach to this analysis; field verification is 
required to verify accuracy of the spectral recovery algorithm.   

Table 9: Recovery Class Accuracy for Quintette, Chinchaga and Moberly AOIs Combined 

 

 

Yes No Total
User's 

Accuracy 
(Commission)

Yes 16 19 35 45.7%
No 3 29 32 90.6%

Total 19 48 67

Producers Accuracy 
(Omission)

84.2% 60.4%

Overall Accuracy 67.2%
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